Damodar Kund Tour by Helicopter - 6 days
Go on 6 days trip for

$ per person

Many Hindus from round the globe are dreaming to take a holy bath at least once in their life time in the sacred
Damodar-Kund, situated at the lap of high Himalayas in Upper Mustang area of Nepal . Here we are at their
service to make their dream come true.
In the column of Barah Puran; Lord Krishna have said that who pays a visit to this Kunda and takes a deep-bath,
they will be freed from all the sin. It is also mentioned in Puran that two sons of Kubers were suffering from
their wrongdoing & sin, which they did in their previous birth but lord Krishna suggested them to take bath in
this Kunda and immediately after taking bath in this Kunda they were released from all their sin. So the
importance of a visit to this sacred place cannot be described in a short paragraph.

Itinerary: Damodar kund Tour (Fixed date for group joining basis)
Day 01: Arrival in Kathmandu, Pick up from the airport and transfer to the hotel.
Day 02: Drive to Pokhara Via manokamana, , O/N at Hotel.
Day 03: Early morning transfer to Airport, fly to Jomsom Pick a Govt. Logistic officer which is mandatory by
the law to travel in Upper Mustang, and fly to Muktinath by chartered helicopter conduct pooja and fly to
Damodarkunda and fly back to Pokhara/ Jomsom, O/N stay at the hotel.
Day 04: Pokhara sightseeing, O/N stay at the hotel.
Day 05: Fly to Kathmandu, Pick up from the airport and transfer to the hotel.
Day 06: Transfer to the airport for final departure.

Visitor Information:
What to wear:
1 Warm clothes, a pair of hiking shoes, sun-tan cream, sunglass, nuts biscuits, huts, Chocolate, of choice,
Personal towel, woolen socks etc. Torch and Cameras tele or still with enough batteries.
Food and Drink:

1. We offer vegetarian food, Morning, evening tea/coffee along with snacks, while you would be in trekking.
2. Alcoholic drinks beverages should not be consumed.
Month to visit Damodar Kund:
By Helicopter visit in the month of April and September is suitable. For the treks on foot / Pony May, June is
preferable. Helicopter Services will be conducted from Jomsom/Pokhara.
Others Requirement:
Indians are required to carry authorized identity card, preferably passport, Indians and others SAARC nationals
will have to pay ACAP fee of Rs. 200 and others nationals will be paying Rs. 2000.
Means & Equipment:
A group of highly competent and professional staffing who care for your needs. We are linked with world on
our website and have other communication mode. We maintain a sophisticated range of equipment and a fleet of
luxury cars and buses. We have a well stocked store with the equipment required for trekking and expedition.

Tour Cost:
INR 135500.00 per person based on min. 06 pax basis in a group
Only helicopter and Logistic support Ex. Jomsom: INR 85500.00 per person on group joining basis.

Includes:
Twin Accommodation at 5* hotel on AP-Veg basis, all pick up drop sightseeing and land transportation by
reserved private vehicle, ACAP fees, Upper mustang restriction fee ( US $ 500.00 per person) Chartered
helicopter.

Excludes:
Entrance fees of monuments, personal nature exp and items not mentioned above.

Trip Fact
Trip codeEHCS-86726
DestinationNepal
Duration6 days / 5 nights
SeasonMay - September
Group Size2-12pax
activitiesDamodar Kund Tour by Helicopter

